Colin Gray once lamented the absence of a 'Mahan for the final frontier' and spacepower theory in strategic studies. This article proposes the command of space as the fundamental concept of spacepower theory, and that Mahan himself has much to offer in the endeavour of spacepower theorymaking than has hitherto been realised. The theory is advanced by tempering versions of the 'command of space,' stressing its educational intent, and explaining the nuanced sub-concepts of space control and denial through understanding some precedents set by seapower theory. In the process, aspects of Mahanian and Corbettian seapower theory are unified.
Introduction

'[Some] naval officers… have admitted to me that the reason they joined the Navy was because Starfleet
Command wasn't hiring. unanswered: there has only been a piecemeal effort to create spacepower theory in the strategic studies community. 8 This article attempts to fill that lacuna. It argues that the 'command of space' is the fundamental concept to strategise about space warfare and theorise further on the role of spacepower on a grand strategic level. Some of the classical works of strategic theory have far greater applicability to the new environment than has hitherto been appreciated. Like the command of the sea, the command of space signifies the degree to which one party can use a medium for itself and/or deny it to another. It therefore applies and adapts aspects of traditional sea power theory to form the basis of a new framework for understanding and interpreting space warfare. This article is primarily concerned with triggering and encouraging constructive strategic thought about outer space by developing the founding concept of strategic theory -the command of space. This article is not an in-depth analysis of the entirety of seapower theory and its applicability to outer space. 9 The first section of the article clarifies key terms for spacepower theory in strategic studies. Then, it describes the educational intent of spacepower theory before articulating the headline concept of the command of space in its basic form, with its two sub-concepts of space control and space denial. As the primary contribution of this research is to advance spacepower theory, the command of space is described on its own terms before exploring its analogical origins in seapower theory. The similarities of Mahan and Corbett's seapower theories are explained to add nuance to the meaning of commanding space. Thereafter, the commonalities between Mahan and Corbett's seapower are further elaborated to theorise other aspects of spacepower: the permeability of command; the unity of theory in sea and space communications; the contingent decisiveness of commanding space for war on Earth; and the contingent decisiveness of battle in space. 8 Gray, 'The Influence,' 307 9 For a survey of seapower and airpower analogies to outer space, see: John B. 
The trouble with terminology
Whilst there have been valuable contributions in a collective effort of spacepower theorymaking since 1991, they do not propose a comprehensive theoretical structure that can be applied across a range of time periods and scenarios to improve judgment and critical analysis. 10 This is partly because there is little discussion and consistency in the small spacepower literature as to what key terms such as 'strategy,' 'strategic theory,' and 'spacepower theory' mean. Gray conceived strategy as merely the 'use that is made of force and the threat of force for the ends of policy.' 11 Strategy's holistic nature has meant that it has been employed in problematic terms by some authors in the spacepower literature, and conflated with strategic theory.
Strategic theory is a summation of ideas, concepts, and propositions that should assist an individual's development and practice of strategy, but not a ready-to-use strategy. Strategic theory achieves this by promoting self-education and the critical application of propositions or ideas to scenarios to develop independent and creative strategic thought that enable one to develop practical solutions or insights to a problem at hand. 12 This is what Gray means by theory fuelling understanding for practical benefit. 13 Spacepower theory, then, should embrace, explain, and connect the many different uses of spacepower in the service of space strategies, and should view strategic theory as geared towards helping practice. 14 Spacepower theory achieves this through the concept of the command of space, which connects any acts of space warfare to grand strategic thinking and the myriad contributions of spacepower to an overall war effort. Strategic theory, of which spacepower theory is a type and specification, can help students and analysts of war make sense of spacepower with existing concepts from terrestrial experience whilst encouraging creative strategic thought and sound judgment.
The spacepower literature can be imprecise when using central terms such as 'space strategy'
and 'spacepower theory.' John Klein's terminological ambiguity detracts somewhat from his useful analogising of Corbett's theory to outer space. 15 This terminological imprecision is a problematic basis for grappling with the differences between an applied strategy and course of action for a particular scenario in a place and time (a space strategy) and an abstract universal strategic theory that provides concepts to help devise a strategy through education (spacepower theory). Klein's welcome contribution to spacepower theory is assailed by a lack of clarity over whether he intended to develop a plan for the United States in space, or a treatise to help people make plans for the United States in space. Using Gray's definition of strategy above, a space strategy is a plan to use force and the threat of it with regard to outer space and the use of spacepower on Earth. Klein's Space Warfare reads on occasion as a space strategy for the United States, but at other times as an abstracted spacepower theory. The fluid switching between a space strategy and spacepower theory in Klein's work makes it difficult for the reader to discern a universal principle or theoretical truth from a specific plan of action for US space policy or strategy.
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This confusion is partly caused by a similar problem with terms like 'maritime strategy' and 'seapower theory.' Klein's ideas on spacepower and space warfare are derived from Julian Corbett's Principles of Maritime Strategy, and show the origin of the ambiguities in the language between spacepower theory and space strategy. Corbett's work is in effect a seapower theory that is meant to help planners and strategists develop a maritime strategy for whatever contingencies they face. The principles underlying any maritime strategy are in effect seapower theory, though Corbett himself does not use such terms in his definitions of maritime strategy and its relation to seapower, with 15 Klein, Space Warfare, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 13, 35 16 For example: Klein, Space Warfare, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] 87, 131, 163. exception to the implication of the title of his book. 17 Education through theory, not prescription, is the objective.
Some authors believe that spacepower theory should be in the business of predicting spacepower's significance, delve into motivations of space-faring states, or altruistically theorise how best to secure the benefits of space for 'the global society.' 18 Prediction and in depth-analysis of the root motivations of behaviour is not the purview of strategic theory, beyond considering how the political characteristics and objectives of the war will influence strategic behaviour and war plans.
Strategic theory assumes that there are at least two political units ready, willing, or at least preparing to use violence to achieve their goals. Beyond that, strategic theory, and therefore spacepower theory, has little to offer beyond understanding how and to what end a leadership wishes to make its violent political intent manifest under the given constraints. For example, Sadeh argues that:
'space developers and users worldwide share a set of basic strategic goals that serve as a common and shared basis for space strategy. These goals include: to secure the space domain for everyone's peaceful use; to protect legitimate space assets from the various types of threats; and to derive value from space assets for security, economic, civil, and environmental ends.'
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This is followed by a warning that a pitfall to avoid in a space strategy is to fail to 'understand and deter threats and adversaries.' 20 One can presume that a space strategy also needs to account for the means to 'address' such threats if deterrence fails. Although some objectives can be met without the use or threat of force, such a view escapes the violent and hostile heart of strategy which takes focus away from anything we may understand as 'war. Clausewitz, On War, Michael Howard and Peter Paret, trans., ed. (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1984) 76 objectives. It is dishonest, if not hypocritical, to claim that one is acting for the benefit of 'all' in space when one is also preparing to deny the use of that medium to others, or use that medium of outer space to kill, maim, and cause harm on Earth should the need arise.
In sum, spacepower theory is not a space strategy -just as a strategy is not strategic theory.
Spacepower theory proposes a collection of ideas and propositions to educate the reader and develop her intuitive strategic thought regardless of the scenario at hand, whereas a space strategy would be an actual plan to deal with specific threats, contingencies, or campaigns that involve or threaten violence and destruction. Spacepower theory provides conceptual tools as starting points for analysis for any given scenario concerning spacepower, allowing an individual to adapt to the situation at hand based on constructive questions raised through the critical application of propositions which retain analytical usefulness regardless of the contingency at hand. This is the value and remit of spacepower theory.
The individual is meant to use the concepts of strategic theory in their own education as a base for further analysis and to develop specific space strategies, which closely follows a canon of strategic theorists.
Pedagogy and strategic theory
Spacepower theory is a framework to build creative thought about a range of possibilities to guide decision-making and strategy-making. This spacepower theory not only launches terrestrial strategic concepts into orbit, but carries aloft a particular way of thinking with it. The educational and indeterminate nature of the theory must be grasped to prevent its misuse, lest a reader believe that the propositions of spacepower theory are unassailable maxims for a space strategy. This approach to strategic theory is articulated in modern scholarship by Jon Sumida's pedagogical interpretation of Clausewitzian theory, and is at home with the educational intentions of Alfred Thayer Mahan, Julian Corbett, and Raoul Castex as well. 22 This theory is to guide one in their preparatory strategic 22 Sumida, Inventing, xv-xviii, 6-7, 44, 67, 69; Jon Sumida, Decoding Clausewitz: A New Approach to On War (Lawrence: Kansas University Press, 2008) 5, 100-101, 119-120, 170; Clausewitz, On War, 156-158; Sumida, Inventing, xv-xviii, 6-7, 44, 67, 69; Corbett, Principles, 1-9; Raoul Castex, Strategic Theories, trans. and a whole? Spacepower theory will not by itself provide answers to these questions -but it can frame problems that might assist analysts and strategists in developing their own answers to such questions.
In Echevarria's words, Clausewitz's work 'is an effort to spare readers the burden of recreating the universe of war, so to speak, whenever they needed to learn about war through books. Clausewitz and Corbett argued that destroying enemy forces is a rare opportunity and it should not blind commanders to believe the destruction of enemy forces at sea is always worth pursuing at all cost.
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They argued that battle is good to seek if it is feasible, but sometimes it is not feasible and should not be pursued. Seeking battle for the command of the sea was an organising proposition to help train judgment as to when to seek battle or not. Seeking battle was not an axiom for unquestioned strategic success at sea.
Such a mentality is also exhibited among other strategic theorists. Although there is a risk of 'reading us in them' or the 'myth of doctrine,' 35 the arguments employed by many authors establish a persuasive canon of educational strategic theorists. 36 For strategists, commanders, and scholars, the purpose of pure strategic theory, and therefore spacepower theory, is not to develop a worldview that predicts every particular eventuality or anomaly in advance. It is, rather, 'to understand why wrestling with these questions can bring better insight into the nature of war,' which in turn should improve the quality of analysis and decision-making in the practice of strategy and warfare. 37 Clausewitz insisted that 'the influence of theoretical truths on practical life is always exerted through critical analysis rather than through doctrine… their suitability in any given case must always be a matter of judgment.' 38 The command of space helps establish theoretical truths about spacepower and space warfare, from which minds can critically analyse events and scenarios, but not derive maxims or silver bullets from for strategic success. A form of the command of space is what space warfare seeks to achieve -but the way it manifests in reality and its overall contributions to a war will vary from one case to the next, therefore judgment is needed on applying the concept in practice. That form of command can mean an overbearing dominance of outer space, or a momentary clash or diversionary ploy to distract or cripple a spacepower at a critical time for operations on Earth. It is hoped that this article's central concept of the command of space triggers constructive and sustained strategic thought about outer space, with spacepower theory and the hypothetical thinking it beckons as the means to achieve it.
The command of space
The command of space must be exploited for spacepower to have strategic effects on Earth.
This is true regardless of the type of weapon or method employed. Whether through a nuclear strike, a space blockade, or a comprehensive jamming effort, they must all be made in reference to controlling or denying the command of space for supporting the ultimate purposes of the conflict at hand. The command of space connects specific acts of or engagements in space warfare from the tactical and operational levels towards a higher plane of strategy and grand strategy; linking tactical space activity to the war's ultimate political object. in spacepower. Spacepower must take grand strategy into account, and grand strategy in the Space Age must take the command of space and its exploitation into account.
Therefore, the command of space forms a two-way connection between spacepower and grand strategy, much in the same way that the command of the sea makes the student or practitioner think of the role of seapower in a wider war based on the control, denial, and exploitation of the sea.
A power's grand strategy, existing capabilities, geographic, and technological features will condition how their command of space manifests and how they may engage in a space warfare campaign. At the same time, they must also accept the physical realities inherent in struggling over the command of a medium such as outer space, and must be able to orchestrate varying capabilities in controlling or denying that medium, or both, depending on the circumstances of the case at hand. Regardless of the actor, the command of space, with the sub-concepts of control and denial, are universally relevant in space warfare. To have any strategic meaning any action must help control or deny that medium, to contribute to the overall command of space, which then allows for the exploitation of that medium for the war on Earth. Such is the foundational theoretical truth espoused by spacepower theory, as derived from seapower theory. This point may seem obvious or banal, but this concept is the foundation from which further strategic concepts for spacepower theory are developed from, both below in this article and in a forthcoming monograph.
In greater detail, the command of space means that the strategic object of space warfare is always to secure and/or deny the use of celestial lines of communication where objects and information travel in, from, towards, and through space. 41 The command of space can be influenced by either seeking to achieve space control or engage in space denial (also known as 'counterspace') control, but they are useful to highlight the core difference between the terms -denial tends to prevent an enemy exploitation of an elaborate space infrastructure, whilst control intends to enable the exploitation of space infrastructure. Whether a belligerent's space strategy in a particular war rests upon ensuring space control or space denial, they are both concerned with influencing the command of space in their favour, and must exploit it for strategic effect on Earth. In practice, however, large powers may engage in space denial.
The command of space offers a term that helps bridge the complementary dualities of space control and space denial, highlights their common purpose, and determines their effect on the wider war. Any act of space warfare -framed as part of control or denial operations -must significantly impact the command of space to have any chance of being strategically meaningful. Control and denial signify different activities, yet they often impact on each other and no strictly exclusive categorisation should be made in practice, particularly as control and denial can be employed by both large and small spacepower to varying degrees. Whether an action fits more into a denial or control framing could depend on its context and particular effects, rather than on the means used. This is especially important given the use of 'control,' denial,' 'offensive,' and 'defensive counterspace' terms in space doctrine language. 46 This corresponds to Clausewitz's practical approach to terms that drive at the heart of concepts, but are blurred at their edges. Another possibility is that a Chinese space denial campaign may assist its space control operations, and vice versa. Whether U.S. space control efforts were significantly dented may even determine the conflict to a greater extent than American space denial efforts against Chinese spacepower, owing to China's still-developing dependence on spacepower for terrestrial operations.
Without either side contesting the command of space -without an incidence of space warfare -both sides would enjoy a degree of space control over their own space infrastructure to allow unfettered space-enabled precision warfare and networked forces. At the heart of this is the notion of space control as securing and taking advantage of space infrastructure, whilst denial is about preventing the use of such infrastructure. Both control and denial are equally valid sub-components of commanding and exploiting space, and does not have any absolutist quality or retain relevance only for large spacepowers. This vision of commanding a medium has precedents in seapower theory.
The wrath of Mahan: Precedents from seapower theory
The general notion of commanding the medium has obvious parallels to the sea, and the somewhat intuitive analogy from the sea to space is not new. What is new in this article, however, is that it lies to rest some of the inaccurate distinctions made between Corbett's and Mahan's thinking on the command of the sea and the role of seeking battle. The spacepower theory literature is troubled by problematic readings of source analogies -in this case seapower theory -which this section attempts to rectify by producing coherent ideas about spacepower theory based on a unified approach from Mahan and Corbett. Their unity makes it easier to develop the permeability of the command of space, the contingent decisiveness of such command, and the roles of support from orbit and (in)decisive battle against space systems.
Many spacepower theorists have analogised from the sea to space. Colin Gray claims that 'controlling space is the idea that most usefully directs attention to the emerging status of the space environment as a (global) combat "theatre."' 49 Furthermore, he also argues that the basic idea of commanding the sea as analogous to commanding space 'accommodates the minor qualifications… that our space/sea forces will suffer some harassment and losses in space/at sea, and that the enemy will be able to secure erratic and minor-scale access to some orbits/put to sea in a small way.'
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Martin E.B. France made some observations on Mahan's conditions of sea power as having parallels with spacepower, but is essentially a taxonomy that does not explicitly promote strategic thought. What has been missing in previous seapower analogies to outer space is an acknowledgement of the apparent unity that the seapower theorists display over their understanding of the command of the sea.
Mahan, like Corbett, noted the permeable and variable nature of the command of the sea; it is not absolute even after a decisive engagement. 55 Through the creation of spacepower theory, an insight into the subtleties and commonalities between Mahan and Corbett which is lacking in existing works may be gained.
The value of the apparent conceptual agreements between Mahan and Corbett is shown in four truths that develop the command of space. The first is that the idea of the command of the sea has been mistakenly taken to mean an ability to command all of the sea at all times, rather than controlling or denying select areas for specific timespans. 56 This means that the command of space is a concept that is useful for small and large space powers to judge their space warfare efforts against because spacepower theory charts possibilities and alternatives. Spacepower theory makes no positive claims as to how easy or difficult it is to secure varying levels of command in any given case. Any condition of the command of space has to take into account any relevant party's ability to control and deny outer space. Commanding space is not synonymous with dominating it, as is sometimes inferred through the notion of command of the sea. 57 The permeable and relative nature of the command of sea 54 is also transferred to outer space, meaning that a 'good enough' degree of command is the objective, rather than absolute dominance. What matters in practice is a good enough command, or 'reasonably secure communication,' as Mahan put it. 58 The command of the sea is therefore not an archaic concept relevant only to large powers. This aspect is a relatively simple point, but it is crucial to comprehend the complexity and variability of the command of space.
A second theoretical truth drawn out from Mahan's and Corbett's seapower theories is that commanding space -whether through denial, control, or both -is not inherently decisive. It may or may not be, depending on the situation. Spacepower or space infrastructure is not always amenable to being described as a centre of gravity and determining of future wars on Earth, contrary to what some spacepower theorists have envisioned. 59 A centre of gravity can be anything that represents 'the hub of all power and movement, on which everything depends. That is the point against which all our energies should be directed.' 60 A space strategy for the United States today may have many reasonable grounds for describing its spacepower as a centre of gravity, which would make securing the command of space through a space control-orientated space strategy an understandable preoccupation. The US military would undoubtedly be severely disrupted, if not debilitated, should its military communications and navigation satellites be denied. But a spacepower theory -which must be relevant to all scenarios involving spacepower at any time in any circumstance -cannot claim that space is as important to every entity in every situation, especially as major space powers continue to fight low-technology and non-state adversaries. This demonstrates the importance of distinguishing the particular from the universal; the space strategy from the spacepower theory. This is not to diminish the importance of spacepower for the major actors of today -but it is to caution against the unthinking application of the centre of gravity to develop a silver bullet for future wars. Again, the desire to not ascribe any declaration an axiomatic quality is evident by still allowing for a rare case in which a conflict may be decided at sea. Spacepower and commanding space is most important in what it allows you to do on Earth, to borrow Corbett's language above. In the same vein,
Mahan theorised that:
'the service between the bases and the mobile force between the ports and fleets is mutual. In this respect the navy is essentially a light corps; it keeps open the communications between its own ports, it obstructs those of the enemy; but it sweeps the sea for the service of the land, it controls the desert that man may live and thrive on the habitable globe.'
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This view of seapower's supporting functions translates extremely well to contemporary spacepower and how modern force-enhancement, economic development, and environmental monitoring on our habitable globe are provided by spacepower.
Mahan did not take the command of the sea to be decisive by itself -it needs to be consciously exploited for strategic effect. Mahan examined the failure of the French navy to exploit their decisive victory against the English at Beachy Head in the Nine Years' War (1688-1697) by not acting to cut off English communications to Ireland. The same theoretical truth is valid for spacepower. Whichever military service -or even civilian agency -provides spacepower for a political entity essentially subordinates its activity to the needs of people, entities, and political ambitions on Earth. It is important for spacepower theory to consider the non-battle and supporting aspects of spacepower, much as Corbett and Mahan did with seapower. There is a large body of literature on space weaponisation that unduly draws attention to embryonic or non-existent spacebased weapons at the expense of examining the ramifications of Earth-based weapons systems and the support and force enhancement functions that defines contemporary spacepower. 63 Exacting critiques of this literature have been written elsewhere and will not be repeated here. 64 The benefits accrued from space systems -such as precision bombing and precision agriculture, the digital banking system, and continent-wide instantaneous wireless communications -affect death and taxes on Earth in a much more profound way than does an obsession with embryonic or latent space-based weaponry.
This does not mean that the army should dictate everything a navy does, or that terrestrial forces must rigidly control 'space forces.' But in strategic terms, a supporting medium must ultimately contribute objectives to where humans live and a grand strategy's objective. Placing Understanding what these scenarios mean in strategic terms relies on space specialists being able to make spacepower and space warfare relevant and integrated into terrestrially-focused states and political interests, and not treating events in space security in a vacuum separated from concerns on Earth. The command of space not only helps visualise the kinds of competition that may occur in space warfare, but also insists on large-scale and multi-environment strategic thinking. This spacepower theory encourages thought on the influence of spacepower upon Earth as well as the strategic dynamics of space warfare. This is a reflection of Corbett and Mahan's interests in the influence of seapower on the land. Judgment is required to decide when which course of action and organisation is needed, as instructed by the classical theorists. Sometimes, battle or destruction between Earth-based weapons and satellites may be necessary. Unfortunately, ceaseless debate on space weapons alone draws attention away from the actual use of spacepower in warfare and security policies. A complementary approach to spacepower theory based on stressing the commonalities in both the educational intent and content of Mahanian and Corbettian seapower theory not only promotes a reasoned grasp of space warfare, the supporting role of spacepower, and its inherently contingent influence on Earth, but also encourages a particular way of critical thought and strategic intuition.
The fourth and final value of engaging with the unified seapower theorists is that it accommodates the role of battle in a wider understanding of the inherently undetermined decisiveness of commanding a medium. Mahan did not argue that seeking battle was always the correct decision.
Corbett used Mahan's own arguments to criticise the US Navy's foolhardy decision to axiomatically pursue a decisive battle against the Spanish in the American-Spanish War, which neglected the more strategically-decisive and vulnerable US amphibious operations on Cuba. 65 Space warfare may entail Earth-to-space, space-to-space, and space-to-Earth operations that can involve physical destruction and electromagnetic disruption. The first two are feasible today with various methods. Decisive engagement with space systems in orbit or against terrestrial space infrastructure (such as control stations and spaceports) could lead to a more efficient command of space. Whether or not battle involves Earth-based antisatellite weapons or terrestrial strikes on ground-based space infrastructure, the role of engagements in spacepower will suffer the same theoretical truths as in seapower theory.
The given tool of space warfare does not change the decisiveness of space warfare, nor of commanding space. This does not change whether Earth-based or space-based weapons are employed. Decisive battle would be the ideal method in theory for securing a command of space against a space power -but it may be difficult to bring about, and its result may well be strategically Mahan, Influence, 14, [53] [54] [55] 193, [225] [226] 514 . 69 Corbett, Principles, 167 would continuously change the odds and feasibility of encountering a battle, and that strategic logic applies to the cat-and-mouse relationship between satellites and counterspace weapons.
Reflecting on the Spanish-American War and the Russo-Japanese war, Corbett commented that 'what the maxim [of seeking decisive battle] really means is that we should endeavour from the first to secure contact in the best position for bringing about a complete decision in our favour, and as soon as the other parts of our war plan… will permit.' 70 Corbett went on, however, to claim that if the primary theatre of operations is on land, then efforts to secure a decisive battle must be tempered by the needs of the land war. 71 This has clear parallels to spacepower as we know it today. With spacepower being integrated into terrestrial support operations in more militaries across Earth, major spacepowers will be caught between the dual horns of spending resources on struggling for the command of space, or spending resources to exploit such command for strategic effects on Earth.
Though the latter cannot be done without the former, the latter's absence makes the former strategically pointless. This should temper any desire exhibited by some spacepower theorists to dominate outer space for its own sake, or seeking decisive battle in space above all else, rather than attacking enemy support systems in space or exploiting one's own in joint warfare.
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The core ideas of the command of the sea -its permeability and the indeterminate and contingent role of decisive battle and commanding the sea itself -have utility for thinking about spacepower and space warfare through the critical analysis and application of its theoretical truths.
The vista of seapower theory is spacepower's potential. Belligerents may have varying degrees of control and varying successes in denial in certain orbits and certain times with certain space systems.
Tying space warfare into how it affects the command of space is the value of using Mahanian and
Corbettian foundations from the command of the sea. A successful space warfare campaign may secure a control of space and allow a general command of space, but it by no means makes the enemy a powerless actor nor does it guarantee success on Earth. Judgment would be required to understand when a space warfare campaign may yet translate into tangible and significant benefits on Earth.
70 Corbett, Principles, 209 71 Ibid. 72 Smith, Ten Propositions, 74; Oberg, Space Power, 130; Sheldon and Gray, 'Theory Ascendant?' Expectations from the propositions of spacepower theory must be managed carefully by grasping the indecisiveness cautioned by seapower theory.
Conclusion
This article has made several arguments that highlight the theoretical truths of spacepower theory. Space warfare is waged for the command of space, which is about controlling or denying the use of space for oneself and the enemy. This foundational theoretical truth connects all activities of space warfare into a higher strategic level of comprehension. Destroying a satellite, for example, must meaningfully contribute to a command of space in either material or psychological ways or it is a waste of resources. Commanding space must then translate into effects on Earth to have an effect on grand strategy. If outer space is to be contested in future, every space power will be interested in commanding space to a good enough degree for its ends, whether through denying space infrastructure to others or controlling it for oneself. The command of space can manifest in unpredictable and diverse ways owing to the situation at hand. This has clear parallels to seapower theory, in both Mahan's and Corbett's works. The nature of such command is permeable and not absolute, as derived from seapower theory. The command of space does not assume an all-or nothing scenario; different sectors and altitudes of Earth orbit may be more or less contested by the enemy, and more or less useful in various conflicts. Space warfare does not herald certain death from above, nor does it provide a strategic panacea for terrestrial problems. The command of space must be consciously exploited for strategic effect on Earth according to the situation at hand.
The unity of thinking about seapower among Corbett and Mahan forms a stable conceptual core which focuses thinking of spacepower on commanding that medium and its communications.
Mahanian and Corbettian seapower theories should be understood as complementary, not dichotomous, in both their educational intent and conceptual content, particularly in how they stress that the command of a medium is not inherently decisive by itself. The command of space is only relevant in how it allows spacepower to influence a wider war on Earth, and its strategic significance is not set in stone. Destroying or disrupting space infrastructure is not an end in itself; the command of space stresses the subordination of such means towards strategic ends on Earth. Similarly, seeking battle in space should never be an end in itself. Seapower theory proposes that space battle will not necessarily be any more or less decisive than naval clashes in the context of seapower and grand strategy. Rather than portraying space infrastructure as a centre of gravity, judgment is needed from the individual to identify it, if one exists, and strike. Space may be a centre of gravity for some political actors, but not all, and some may prepare alternatives and redundancies.
Lastly, the key to grasping the value of seapower theory and spacepower theory is in their pedagogical roles in promoting flexibility in interpreting and applying theoretical truths. Yagyu
Munenori put it in stark terms:
'It is sickness to be obsessed with winning, it is sickness to be obsessed with using martial arts, and it is sickness to be obsessed with putting forth all one has learned. It is sickness to be obsessed with offense, and it is also sickness to be obsessed with defense.'
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In order to properly use spacepower theory, and any strategic theory, Munenori's words must be heeded. Strategic theory helps chart possibilities but does not determine action. The command of space is important as the first proposition of spacepower theory because it forces the mind to sketch a 'big picture' for those wishing to learn to think strategically about the methods of space warfare, the development of outer space, and its consequences for modern warfare in the Space Age. Without commanding space for strategic effects, spacepower ceases to be strategically relevant. Flexible, critical, and intuitive strategic thought and analysis are needed to make the correct decisions in practical reality, for which there is no positive guide for action. But the command of space offers a starting template for systemic strategic thought. Without understanding the pedagogy and epistemology of such theory, there will always be a chance that a reader will attempt to divine axioms for success from such military philosophy.
Space is politically and militarily a rather familiar frontier; space warfare is merely the 
